
The Digital
Parenting
Guide

Parenting in the
Digital World
Raising kids is incredibly hard work. It
involves constant monitoring, protecting,
oversight, and learning how to balance
children’s freedoms and restrictions. Most
parents have an idea of how to do this
offline, but if you ask them to extend those
very same concepts into the digital world,
they don’t know where to begin. 

This is probably the exact position you find
yourself in now. You didn’t grow up with
this technology, nor did you have easy
access to such a wide breadth of content.
Your growing brain wasn’t subject to
constant advertising, peer pressure, and
addictive algorithms. Now, you’re worried
about how to limit your kids’ screen time
use as well as the content they consume—
especially when they seem to understand
this tech better than yourself.

Good news: If you’re reading this
guide, you’re a step ahead of the
rest, because the key to being a
good digital parent—and good parent
in general—is educating yourself on
the things you don’t understand.

Using these rules, and with the help
of a comprehensive parental control
system like Gryphon, you can help
your children survive and thrive in
this new tech-filled world. 

Here are ten effective rules that will
help you become a better digital
parent.



Rule #1: Be Aware
You might be asking yourself, Is
monitoring my kids’ screen time really that
important? After all, we all have and use
screens every day. But there’s no shortage
of dangers online, especially for kids:
Cyberbullying, violent content, and sexual
content are among the worst offenders. 
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Addiction is another danger of constant
screen time. Phones, tablets, computers
and even TVs are very addictive, especially
to young minds. When this addiction goes
unchecked, technology can cause brain
damage, health problems, depression, and
loneliness, as well as safety and sleep
problems. 

Remember that when you apply a
limitation on something, you’ve also
increased its value. The same applies to
screen time. Unfettered access to the
Internet naturally leads to mindless usage
because it is inconsequential. By using
Gryphon to establish definitive screen
time limits, your kids will be more
conscious of how  they use their devices,
and how often.

Just because you might not fully
understand the technology your kids use
doesn’t mean you can turn a blind eye to
what they’re doing online. Keep up with
the apps they use and the websites they
visit, and make sure to set screen time
limits consistent with their age. Children
under 18 months shouldn’t have access to
screens at all. For ages 18 months to 12
years, one hour should suffice. And kids
age 13+ should have screen time limited
to two hours a day.



Rule #2: Be Patient
Technology is addictive. If your child is
used to constantly being on a device, it’ll
be difficult to tear them away! Remember
that your kids’ brains are still developing,
even as teens, making impulse control
very difficult. This means that you need to
be responsible for their screen time. You’ll
need to invest time and energy into
helping them create healthy habits, and it
will take a lot of patience!

Gryphon makes the process easier by
monitoring content and setting hard limits
on screen time, but you’ll need to hold the
line by saying “no” to a lot of requests,
begging, and demands. That means
making peace with the idea that your child
will be unhappy with you, or even dislike
you at times. That’s okay! You’re their
parent, not a friend. You know when and
where to set the boundaries.
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Rule #3: Don't Use
Technology As A
Babysitter

As parents, we can’t simply hand our
children a tablet and say, “Have fun!”
Using technology in the home is an
investment in our children’s futures.
Making that investment means we need to
first educate ourselves to be able to
implement technology safely for our
children. 

Technology in your home is your
responsibility. Therefore, only give your
children access to technology after you’ve
learned how to both understand and
monitor it. This will take some effort: It’s
still parenting, after all! Gryphon routers
can give you a slightly more hands-off
experience through features like
customizable content filtering.

https://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Families_and_Youth/Facts_for_Families/FFF-Guide/The-Teen-Brain-Behavior-Problem-Solving-and-Decision-Making-095.aspx
https://gryphonconnect.com/pages/parental-control


Rule #4: Technology Is
A Privilege, Not a Right

Because technology is so enmeshed in
our world, it can be tempting to think of
smartphones, tablets, and TVs as
something your kids need to have access
to. 

But the reality is, most children shouldn’t
even have access to screens until they’re
about preschool age, and screen time
should continue to be limited throughout
adolescence. Think of technology in
general—and social media in particular—
as a limited privilege, given only for short
amounts of time and only in limited
locations. 

Don’t allow computers, smartphones, or
tablets in any closed room, and always
treat technology as a privilege that’s
earned. If your children are continuously
irresponsible with technology, remind
them that it can always be taken away.
You can use Gryphon to shut off their
access to the WiFi at any time.
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Rule #5: Set A
Good Example

How is any child supposed to be happy
with limited screen time if their parents
are constantly on their smartphones? 

Just like you try to set a good example for
your children in things like work ethic and
manners, you should also set a good
example about screen time. Don’t use your
phone at the table or during playtime. Put
your phone away at least half an hour
before you go to bed.

If your kids see that you’re addicted to
your devices, they won’t see anything
wrong with their own addiction!



RULE #6: Replace
Screen Time With
Other Activities

While screen time should be heavily
limited, you can’t just take away your kids’
devices and expect them to be content. If
they’re accustomed to screens, they may
have a hard time entertaining themselves,
especially at first. Make sure to give your
kids offline enrichment, socialization, and
learning opportunities:
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Take them out to museums, theaters,
zoos, and planetariums.
Encourage reading, drawing, and
other creative activities.
Enroll them in a club or sports team.
Go out for nature walks and hikes.

By encouraging physical activity and non-
electronic entertainment, your kids will be
less likely to seek out extra screen time. 

One reason screen time is dangerous is
because it's individual and isolating. By
using tech together as a family, you can
use screens as a social activity instead:

Family game night with free online
games: Among Us, Code Names, 
 Heads Up, Mario Kart Tour, skribbl.io
Pull up YouTube for at-home karaoke 
Put on a playlist and see who can
guess each song first
Play a cooperative video game



RULE #7: Treat a Smartphone Like
You Would Treat A Car

To legally use a car, you need to
demonstrate that you’ve mastered how to
safely operate the vehicle. Even with a
learner’s permit, a parent or other qualified
adult must be with you in the car when you
drive. It’s no different with technology:
Parents should remember that using a
smartphone requires a level of wisdom
and self-regulation that children may not
have.

Worried about safety? Purchase flip
phones to allow your kids to place and
receive phone calls without the addictive
apps that smartphones include. If they do
have a smartphone, add restrictions to
prevent them from installing apps without
your permission. You can also use
Gryphon Premium Protection to add
remote parental controls that run on
cellular data. 
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If you hold off on buying a smartphone
for your children, they might complain
that their friends all have one, or that
they feel left out. If you give them a
smartphone with parental controls, they
may be annoyed and frustrated. But
until they’re ready to access all that
social media and the Internet has to
offer, it’s okay to set boundaries for
what they can and can’t do. They can
always socialize with their peers at
home by simply calling or texting from a
flip phone or a parent’s phone.
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RULE #8: Don’t Forget About
Cybersecurity

Inappropriate content and social media
addiction aren’t the only online dangers
out there. Did you know that over 2 billion
website passwords are stolen every year
through viruses and phishing attacks?
With access to your passwords, hackers
can find full names, birth dates, and even
Social Security numbers. They can use
this information to steal the identity of
anyone in your home, including your kids.

Malware can also be used to remotely
hack into smart home devices like security
cameras and speakers. Hackers can then
use these devices to listen in or even see
into your home. Meanwhile, other devices
like smart fridges or TVs can be hacked as
a way to infiltrate the rest of your home
network.

Cybersecurity can be daunting to
consider, but in this digital age, it’s a
necessary part of home security.
Gryphon simplifies the process by
combining cybersecurity with parental
controls. All Gryphon routers are built
with cybersecurity in mind, which is
especially important since over 70% of
all routers have high-priority or critical
vulnerabilities. 

With the addition of Gryphon Premium
Protection, your network will be
monitored for potential vulnerabilities
24/7. Adware, malware, and
ransomware will be blocked
automatically, and real-time security
database updates ensure you’re always
defended against the latest threats.
Turn your router into your parental
control system and firewall security hub
for easy network management.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/hackers-leaked-2-billion-passwords-2021
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/hackers-leaked-2-billion-passwords-2021


Rule #9: When In
Doubt, Research
Technology changes quickly, and there’s
no shortage of alarming news circulating
about the next generation’s “dangerous”
platforms and trends. This news may be
nothing but fear-mongering, or it may be a
legitimate concern. The only way to know
for sure is to look into it yourself. 

If you hear about something on social
media, seek out trusted news sources on
the topic. Check out any dubious sites and
apps for yourself, exploring them the way
your child would. If you easily come
across any inappropriate content, you’ll
know it’s not right for them! But don’t just
believe the first thing you hear on
Facebook or Instagram. Banning your
children from safe, kid-friendly platforms
can negatively impact your role as an
authority figure when it comes to
technology. 
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Rule #10:
Communicate!
As you’re setting boundaries around
content and screen time for your kids, you
should be clearly communicating to them
exactly what the rules are and how these
limits keep them safe. Make sure to
inform them of the dangers of technology
while acknowledging the benefits.

Involve your kids in creating screen time
rules. Ask them how much screen time
per day they think is healthy. Many kids
will suggest a surprisingly low amount
because they don’t realize how much time
they’re actually spending on their devices!

Taking your kids' input into account trains
them to take control of their screen time.
Plus, if limits ever become an issue, you
can remind them that they helped
establish the ground rules. 

Your children will respond better to screen
time restrictions when you are clear and
consistent. Always inform your kids
beforehand that you’re monitoring their
online activity. Don’t use extra screen time
as a bribe. Be aware of their online activity,
but don’t invade their privacy by logging
into their accounts without good reason.

Above all, start a conversation if you have
any concerns. Trust and communication is
key if you want your family to have a
healthy relationship with technology.
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Simplify Digital
Parenting With
Gryphon
Digital parenting isn’t easy. To be
consistent, you’ll need to keep track of
your kids’ screen time and monitor
their activity day after day. This takes a
lot of time that most parents just don't
have! 

This is where Gryphon routers come in.
A Gryphon can easily facilitate 
 agreements and rules for healthy
screen time. It can maintain clear,
consistent boundaries with tech so
that you can focus on other things –
and it won't give in when your kid begs
for a few more minutes of screen time!
There aren’t any workarounds because
your Gryphon provides the WiFi: If the
Gryphon is off, then so is your Internet. 

All this is possible with a Gryphon
router and the free Gryphon Connect
app,  where you’ll also be able to set
content filters by age, customize
restricted websites, and see what your
kids are doing  online. 

Add Gryphon Premium Protection, and
you’ll have access to firewall security
and AI-powered malware detection.
Not to mention, you can set up parental
controls on your kids’ smartphones
that work even when they’re on data or
another WiFi.

Gryphon Products +
Where to Purchase
Gryphon parental control & cybersecurity
routers currently come in three models:
The Tower, the Guardian, and the AX.
Each is suited to different sized-homes,
budgets, and network needs.

You can learn more about Gryphon and
check out the product line at 
 gryphonconnect.com.


